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四川汶川7.8级地震造
成重大人员伤亡



Harried Traders Gird for 
a Frantic Friday
（焦躁的交易员为疯狂的星期五做好准备）



Analysts Slash GDP 
Estimates as Coronavirus 
Ripples Through Economy
（新冠病毒殃及经济，分析师下调CDP预期）



A picture is worth a thousand
words: Measuring investor
sentiment by combining machine
learning and photos from news
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1. 主要研究内容



（1）构建图片悲观指数与文本悲观指数的技术细节
数据选取：

《华尔街日报》2008—2020年涵盖商业、经济、市场、政治及观点五个部分的14余万篇
文章中的图片、标题及摘要。

模型选取：

卷积神经网络技术(Convolutional Neural Networks)中的Google Inception(v3)模型

变量构建：

图片悲观指数（PhotoPes）：每天新闻图片中被模型分为悲观情绪组的比例

文本悲观指数（TextPes）：通过文本分析方法对新闻标题与摘要的悲观情绪进行评估得
到



（2）图片悲观指数（PhotoPes）预测金融市场活动的能力
收益率逆转：

图片悲观指数上升一个标准差将导致次日美国股指与交易型开放式指数基金下降4.2个基
点，在此后第二天与第五天出现共计9.8到10.9个基点的回升。

市场交易量：

纽交所交易量在图片悲观指数波动时增加，表明图片悲观指数影响投资者情绪而非交易
成本的增加

套利限制对图片悲观指数的影响幅度：

将资产组合根据特质波动率(Idiosyncratic Volatility)与公司规模进行分类。异质性
分析表明图片悲观指数对金融市场回报的影响幅度在资产组合具有更高特质波动率或公司规
模更小时更大，表明图片悲观指数对难以套利的资产组合有更大影响。



（3）新闻图片中提取投资者情绪信息的优势
图片在传达恐慌情绪时较文本更为有效：

对本文悲观情绪进行分析（收益逆转）

图片悲观指数影响金融市场回报的系数在恐慌时期约是平时的2.8倍，而文本悲观指数在
恐慌时期的系数与平时类似

图片与文本悲观情绪存在相互替代的作用：

图片悲观指数变动导致的金融市场回报下降幅度在文本悲观指数处于高水平时较小

（4）稳健性分析



2. Data



（1）Photo classification

• For this study, we are interested in a model that is able to predict sentiment that a photo is likely to 
elicit from investors. We build a photo classification model based on Google Inception (v3). 

• We start with a pretrained Google Inception (v3) model and use transfer learning to fine-tune the 
model for our specific application. 

• The output we get from the fine-tuned model is one of two probabilities: the probability that 
photos have positive sentiment and the probability that photos have negative sentiment.

• To perform transfer learning, we need a training set that consists of photos labeled by sentiment. 
We use the DeepSent data set for training. For increased reliability, we use photos in which all 
five MTurk survey participants agree on the photo’s sentiment. This restriction reduces the 
training sample to 882 photos.

• The model is trained using a learning rate of 0.01 and 500 learning steps.  We set the train batch 
size to 100 photos. We reserve 10% of the training photos for the validation sample, and 20% for 
the test sample (photos are randomly assigned into these sets). 



• We achieve 87.1% test accuracy.

• To better test the performance of our model, we also 
calculate recall (86.2%), precision (94.3%), and F1 
(90.1%).

• The model trained with the DeepSent training set 
might not be able to accurately classify professional 
photos. 

• To address this concern, we randomly select 100 
photos from our WSJ sample and classify each 
photo (classification is preformed in MTurk by five 
individuals). We ask these individuals to rate the 
content of each photo based on sentiment. We pass 
these photos through the model to get predictions 
and compare the predictions to the responses we 
collect from MTurk. 



• Based on the confusion matrix above, we calculate the performance of our model for classifying 
our sample of professional news photos from the WSJ. The accuracy is 76.0%; recall is 92.8%; 
precision is 77.1%; and F1 is 84.2%.



（2）The Wall Street Journal sample

• Between September 2008 and September 2020, we collect the headline and the summary of each 
article, any associated photos, and the time stamps of when the article is published from the 
following WSJ sections: “Business,” “Economy,” “Markets,” “Politics,” and “Opinion.”

• We collect a total of 148,823 articles spanning 3048 trading days. We classify these photos by 
sentiment using the photo classification model we discussed.

（3） Variable construction

• PhotoPes is calculated as the proportion of photos predicted to be negative on a given date. The 
formula for PhotoPes on day t is:

𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
σ𝑖𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑡

𝑛𝑡
（1）

• We use the sentiment tool in Stanford’s CoreNLP software to evaluate the pessimism in each 
sentence and take the average pessimism score across all sentences in the text as the pessimism 
score for the article, TextNeg. The formula for TextPes is as follows:

𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
σ𝑖 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑡

𝑛𝑡
（2）



（4）Descriptive statistics





3. Results
3.1 News sentiment embedded in photos and text



（1）The impact of PhotoPes on market returns

𝑅𝑡 = 𝛽1𝐿5 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿5 𝑅𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐿5 𝑅𝑡
2 + 𝛽4𝑋𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡 （3）



（2）PhotoPes and sentiment embedded in text

The impact of TextPes on market returns.
𝑅𝑡 = 𝛽1𝐿5 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿5 𝑅𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐿5 𝑅𝑡

2 + 𝛽4𝑋𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡



（2）PhotoPes and sentiment embedded in text

We compare the predictive abilities of PhotoPes and TextPes . 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝛽1𝐿5 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿5 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠 × 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠 𝑡−1 + 𝛽4𝐿5 𝑅𝑡 +
𝛽5𝐿5 𝑅𝑡

2 + 𝛽6𝑋𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡 (4)



（3）Attention and PhotoPes

To test the attention-grabbing role of news photos, we run the following regression to differentiate 
between the effect of PhotoPes and TextPes on market returns along periods when photos are salient:

𝑅𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡 ሾ
ሿ
𝛽1𝐿5 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿5 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠 × 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠 𝑡−1 + 𝛽4𝐿5 𝑅𝑡 +

𝛽5𝐿5 𝑅𝑡
2 + (1 − 𝐸𝑡)ሾ

ሿ
𝛾1𝐿5 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛾2𝐿5 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛾3 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠 × 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠 𝑡−1 +
𝛾4𝐿5 𝑅𝑡 + 𝛾5𝐿5 𝑅𝑡

2 + 𝛽6𝑋𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡 (5)



（4）Which information is more effectively transmitted by photos?

We attempt to answer what information news photos capture that text cannot. We test whether the 
relation between market returns and pessimism embedded in photos and text varies during periods of 
elevated fear.

To examine how the relation between pessimism in news using text and photos relates to market 
returns by fear level, we run the following regression:

𝑅𝑡 = 𝐹𝑡 ሾ
ሿ
𝛽1𝐿5 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿5 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠 × 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠 𝑡−1 + 𝛽4𝐿5 𝑅𝑡 +

𝛽5𝐿5 𝑅𝑡
2 + (1 − 𝐹𝑡)ሾ

ሿ
𝛾1𝐿5 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛾2𝐿5 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛾3 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠 × 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑠 𝑡−1 +
𝛾4𝐿5 𝑅𝑡 + 𝛾5𝐿5 𝑅𝑡

2 + 𝛽6𝑋𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡 (6)



（5）Applications

• The first strategy is based on the pessimism embedded in news photos: following days in which 
PhotoPes⊥ is above its historical mean (expanding), we invest in the SPY at the market close of 
day t + 3 and sell on the market close two days later (t+5). 

• The second strategy is based on pessimism embedded in text: following days in which TextPes⊥
is above its historical mean (expanding), we invest in the SPY at the market close of day t + 3 and 
sell on the market close two days later ( t + 5). 

• The third strategy involves pessimism from both text and photos: following days in which 
PhotoPes⊥ and TextPes⊥ are above their historical means, we invest in the SPY at the market 
close of day t + 3 and sell on the market close two days later ( t + 5). 





3. Results
3.2  Validation of PhotoPes



（1）Limits to arbitrage

To test whether PhotoPes relates to stock returns differently depending on limits to arbitrage, we run 
the following regression:

𝑅𝑡 = 𝛽1𝐿5 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽2𝐿5 𝑅𝑡 + 𝛽3𝐿5 𝑅𝑡
2 + 𝛽4𝑋𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡 （7）

where R t denotes the value-weighted daily returns on the highest and lowest quintile portfolios and 
the spread between the two portfolios ( High-low ) sorted on idiosyncratic volatility and size.





（2）Out-of-sample analysis

Out-of-sample tests are more appropriate to avoid the in-sample overfitting issue. Hence, we 
examine the out-of-sample predictive performance of PhotoPes .

We evaluate the out-of-sample predictive performance based on the widely used ROOS
2 statistic 

and MSPE-adjusted statistic. 



3. Results
3.3  The impact of PhotoPes on trading volume



Another channel through which PhotoPes can affect market activity is trading volume. This channel 
helps us determine whether PhotoPes is a proxy for trading costs or investors’ beliefs. 

To remove time trends in trading volume, we model trading volume as follows:

𝑉𝑡 = 𝛽𝐿5 𝑉𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡 (11)

To test how PhotoPes is related to trading volume, we run the following model:

ത𝑉𝑡 = 𝛽1𝐿5 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝛽2( 𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) + 𝛽3𝐿5 𝑅𝑡 + 𝛽4𝐿5 𝑅𝑡
2 + 𝜀𝑡 （12）



3. Results
3.4  Robustness







4. Conclusion



• First, we document that PhotoPes predicts market return reversals. This return reversal pattern is 
consistent with sentiment-induced transient mispricing. This relation is strongest for difficult-to-
arbitrage stocks. Moreover, we show that PhotoPes can predict market trading volume.

• Second, we show that the pessimism embedded in photos and the pessimism embedded in news 
text act as substitutes for each other in predicting returns. Moreover, the pessimism embedded in 
news photos serves to grab attention away from text during periods when photos are salient. Our 
evidence shows that PhotoPes is especially useful for predicting market returns during periods of 
elevated fear.

• Third, we demonstrate the benefit of using cutting-edge photo classification techniques to study 
how the information obtained from a large sample of news photos is relevant to the context of 
financial markets. 



5. Key contributions to the 
literature



• First, we demonstrate the importance of visual content in making predictions about market returns. 

• Second, we demonstrate how to overcome key hurdles of studying the importance of visual 
content in financial markets by employing machine learning techniques for large-scale photo 
classification. 

• Third, we compare the predictive ability of PhotoPes and pessimism embedded in news text. 
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